
Technical Data for the IsoDoor SD

WHERE TO USE

The IsoDoor SD is generally used in offices, vocal booths, mixing rooms, and 

other similar areas that require a high level of isolation with noise generally 65 

dB or below. We recommend our IsoDoor SD in walls rated up to STC 55.

UNIVERSAL DOOR THICKNESS

The 1-3/4” thick door slab allows our customers to use standard off-the-shelf 

door handles. The weight of the IsoDoor SD, at 230 pounds for a standard 

size, is still a relatively easy weight for two installers to handle.

FOOLPROOF INSTALLATION WITH GUIDE

No experience necessary to install our IsoDoors! We also include a full 

installation guide with step-by-step instructions on how to install our doors as 

single or double doors.

LOW PRICE, FANTASTIC QUALITY

Our customers are appreciative of our low pricing due to our factory direct 

approach to sales, but absolutely thrilled when they receive our doors and see 

quality was not sacrificed for those low prices!

Product Key Points

Email: info@isostore.com

Web: isostore.com

Toll-Free: 877-866-6473

Local: 208-514-1931
I S O S T O R E 
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Door Size

Door Thickness

Weight

STC Rating

Fire Rating

Material

Hardware

Seals

Standard is 36” x 80”. Custom sizes available from 24” wide to 42” wide and 48” to 96” tall.

1-3/4”

230 pounds for standard 36” x 80”

43

20 minute rating for door and jambs.

Slab is standard with a birch veneer. Jambs are standard with solid beech.

Includes continuous hinge and acoustic threshold in standard brushed nickel or black.

Fully mortised acoustic door bottom included along with full perimeter seals for sides and top.

Swing Specification
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